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As days pass and the cyber space grows, so does the number of  computer crimes.  The need for enterprise  
computer forensic capability is going to become a vital decision for the CEO’s of large or even medium sized  
corporations   for   information   security   and   integrity  over   the   next   couple  of   years.  Now days,  most   of   the  









In  today’s   fast  growing economy,  a  company’s   IT  infrastructure controls  a  significant  part  of  business  and 
communication needs. The needs are obvious but often companies misunderstand or sometimes deliberately 
ignore   the   need   for   proper   security  measures   to   secure   the   company’s   network   resources   and   intellectual 



















sensitive  business   information  no  matter  how small   and   regardless  of  what  business   they  do.  Attacks   and 






losses   in  most   cases.  Forensic   audits   are   vital   to   analyse   and  validate   information   that   enables   experts   to 
scientifically  and  forensically  analyse  and reconstruct   the  events   that   took  place.  This  paper  examines  how 
enterprise computer   forensics  can help   to   trace  and deal  with  attacks  and  intellectual  property   thefts  when 
applied in­house. It will also identify some important issues related to enterprise computer forensics.
THE ROLE OF COMPUTER FORENSICS
According  to  Information  Systems  Audit  and  Control  Association  (ISACA)  “Computer  forensics  is  the 
collection, preservation, analysis and court presentation of computer related evidence. In addition to civil and 





accurate,   trusted,   and   is  not  modified   from  the   time  of   collection   onward.  By   recording  each   step   in   the 
collection and processing of forensic data, and tracking its movement, who accessed it, and what was done to it,  
we  help  preserve   the   ‘Chain  of  Custody’”.  Computer   forensics   is   used   not  only   for   internal   investigation, 
compliance due diligence and law enforcement, it can be also applied as a counter­measure to detect and stop 
computer crimes. In brief, Computer forensic is a scientific approach that is used to process computer related 
attacks/security  breaches and misconducts.  By using proper   forensic   tools  and  tests,   forensic  examiners  are 



















2006 promises  even more  incidents,  a  panel  of   federal  cyber  security  experts  said.  Driven by profit,  cyber 
criminals   in  2006 will  use  the massive  increase  in  malware variants  created  in  2005  to   initiate  even more 
insidious  and hard­to­detect attacks,  said  Dave Cole,  director of  Symantec Security  Response  at  Symantec. 
Botnets – remote­controlled networks of hijacked computers – will grow in size and popularity, said Cole, who 
moderated the discussion that Symantec sponsored in Washington, D.C”. This is not good news and it conflicts 
and disagrees with  the CSI/FBI  2005  findings.  Moreover,   the IC3 Internet Crime Report  2005 agrees with 
Michael  and  mentioned   in   their   report   “From January  1,  2005  –  December  31,  2005,  The   Internet  Crime 
Compliant Centre (IC3) website received 231,493 complaint submissions. This is an 11.6% increase over 2004 
when   207,449   complaints   were   received.   These   filings   were   composed   of   fraudulent   and   non­fraudulent 
complaints primarily related to the Internet”.   The CSI/FBI 2006 report claims that 80% of the organizations 













the   corporate   information   system   but   also   saves   millions   of   dollars   if   applied   in­house.   In   general,   an 





























Patzakis,  President   and  CEO of  Guidance  Software.  The  use  of  proper   forensic  methodology  quickly   and 
correctly in case of a security breach is crucial to determine the force behind the breach and it should be a part of 
the organizations incident response plan. All employees must know where to contact when a certain breach or 















sound   forensic   methodology   of   seizure   and   handling   that   guarantees   the   reliability,   and   therefore   the 
















techniques such as  recovering  temporary files  from unallocated clusters  or  recovering and decoding deleted 
Windows recycle bin files,  deleted registry entries and so on”. Therefore, if  the proper forensic model were 
followed, such as the abstract digital forensic model stated by Reith (2002), it would enhance the chance to 































and  they run on battery.  Jansen (2004) says,  “Where PDAs are concerned,  the collection process normally 
involves dynamic and volatile information that may be lost unless precautions are taken at the scene of the 
incident or crime”. As their memory is volatile and it runs on battery a successful data acquisition is always a 
challenge. Some smart phones have power saving mode but limited power supply remains an issue. There are 
different tools and software available in the market to acquire the information stored in cell phones but none of 
them are complete because none is capable of acquiring the information from a single vendor product, let alone 
all products. Different versions of a product have different ROM and firmware and the interoperability problem 
of the forensic tool used becomes an issue while forensic acquisition. The firmware and ROM can be different 
even in the same model of a specific product. These issues make things challenging and complicated. However, 
an  enterprise  should  decide  carefully  and  analyze  these  issues  before  giving  corporate  phones  to  their 
employees.  Phone and PDA’s now days have  extended  storage capacity  and  Bluetooth.  The  storage space, 
although very small, a lot of information can be stored and transferred via Bluetooth. Again, these issues need 
careful consideration and a company should only hand over such phones to their employees, which the company 
is capable of analyzing forensically. 
























CORPORATE ENPIONAGE VS ENTERPRISE COMPUTER FORENSICS











































contribute   to effective and efficient   incident  handling.  Due  to attitudes  within  Information Technology (IT) 
divisions not all organizations have comprehensive audit systems in place. All the above information indicates 






USE OF OPEN SOURCE TOOLS
The use of open source tools is very common among forensics examiners and security experts. There is no 
reason   to   believe   that  open   source   tools   cannot  be  used   for   enterprise   forensics.  People  debate   about   the 
reliability and accuracy of using open source tools for computer forensics analysis and discovery. Enterprise 
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